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Dear Rendra - Widyatama,
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Iranian Economic Review <ier@ut.ac.ir> 13 April 2020 pukul 15.00
Kepada: rendrawidyatama@gmail.com, rendrawidyatama@yahoo.com

Manuscript ID: IER-202002-1006809

Manuscript Title: The Indonesia Policy on Television Broadcasting: A Politics and Economics Perspective

Authors: Rendra - Widyatama,Habil Polereczki Zsolt

Dear Mr. Rendra - Widyatama

Your manuscript has been reviewed and obtained revisions. Please revise your paper, highlight the revised parts and
resubmit it within 15 days. Then we send it to the final reviewer.

If it needs, please upload a "response to reviewers" file to answer the reviewers’ questions. We will send your revisions to
the final reviewer.

** It is important to choose the type "response to reviewer" on the webpage. if not, the reviewer will not be able to
see your file.

 

The overview of the first reviewer (minor revision):

 "I believe that  the minimum revise for the following manuscript  would be:
1-The economic aspects of this manuscript should be reinforced to be published in an economic journal. Or in the
case of the Political Economy perspective,  the authors can discuss the social-political dimensions of the main
theme of their work.
2-Indicating   the relative share of public-private ownership of the TV  industry, both at national and local levels is
very helpful. Based on that one can judge much more logically about the findings of this manuscript.
3-the author can point out some general database of Indonesian country for demonstration of the arguable
political intention of the government in regulating both public and local TV industries.
4-determining the role of the TV industry in the economic system of Indonesia, is another crucial point
5-In modern political economy, and optimum governance, almost all TV channels are operating in the private
sector and the government just monitors and regulates them generally, and it does not intervene in the details
frameworks of the industry in question The authors may compare the Indonesian case with that of OECD, or the
like
6-the author should rely on the experiences of successful countries in TV regulating, monitoring, controlling and
the like, and adjust the findings in question for the case of Indonesia(if applicable).
7-The authors should consider the general cost-benefit analysis  for their arguments in supporting the
government of the local TV industry,
8-Some data, I think, could be updated. We are now approaching 2021, so  using at least 2019  data for Indonesia
in the TV industry is applicable."

 

The overview of the second reviewer (minor revision):
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"Undoubtedly, the political interests determine the formulation of any rules in a society especially the rules related
to TV broadcasting. This is the main result of the paper which is interesting. The paper can be accepted as it is
since the work is understandable, correct, and appropriate.

Furthermore the work is clearly stated and free of obvious errors. Although the relationship between government
and big TV broadcasting companies depends on other variables as well, using a political economy perspective
help to clarify the power relationships in TV broadcasting.

Finally, I would recommend editing the whole paper again to eliminate any possible errors.

Thank you for choosing to submit your paper to The Journal of Iranian Economic Review."

 

Regards,

Executive Manager

Iranian Economic Review (IER) journal

Reviewer 1

Reviewer 2
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Manuscript ID: IER-202002-1006809 (R4)

Manuscript Title: The Indonesia Policy on Television Broadcasting: A Politics and Economics
Perspective

Authors: Rendra - Widyatama,Habil Polereczki Zsolt

Dear Mr. Rendra Widyatama

Your paper will be published in 2021-4. Therefore, please check if the last uploaded paper in your
page is the final version of your manuscript with the names of authors and their complete
information based on the attachment (“example” file).

 

Moreover, check the reference section of your paper and revise it very carefully based on the
attachment (“IER journal-format” file). This part should be complete with related links.

 

Please check it until October 30, 2021 (Saturday).

 

Thanks and Regards,

Executive Manager
Iranian Economic Review (IER) Journal
Hamideh Mirhosseinzadeh

Rendra Widyatama <rendrawidyatama@gmail.com> 27 Oktober 2021 pukul 08.32
Kepada: Iranian Economic Review <ier@ut.ac.ir>

Dear Prof Hamideh Mirhosseinzadeh
Executive Manager of Iranian Economic Review (IER) Journal
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Herewith, we attached our final revised manuscript for consideration to publish in The Iranian Economic Review (IER)
Journal. We also have been uploaded our final revised full paper to your journal system. Hopefully, our paper could
be fulfilled in your journal requirement. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation, help, and kindness. We do really appreciate it. 

Sincerely yours,
Rendra Widyatama, SIP, M.Si., PhD

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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IER Journal <ier@ut.ac.ir> 27 Oktober 2021 pukul 11.52
Kepada: Rendra Widyatama <rendrawidyatama@gmail.com>

Dear Mr. Rendra Widyatama

Thanks for sending your final version, and also thanks for your kindness,

Good luck and Regards,
Executive Manager
Iranian Economic Review (IER) Journal
Hamideh Mirhosseinzadeh

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
--
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Kepada: rendrawidyatama@gmail.com, rendrawidyatama@yahoo.com

Manuscript ID: IER-202002-1006809 (R4)

Manuscript Title: The Indonesia Policy on Television Broadcasting: A Politics and Economics Perspective

Authors: Rendra Widyatama,Habil Polereczki Zsolt

Dear Mr. Rendra Widyatama

We are pleased to inform you that your published article is on the net. Kindly visit:

https://ier.ut.ac.ir/issue_10708_11036.html

 

I wish you luck and Thank you for sharing your work with us.

Regards,
Executive Manager
Iranian Economic Review (IER) Journal
Hamideh Mirhosseinzadeh

Rendra Widyatama <rendrawidyatama@gmail.com> 24 Desember 2021 pukul 08.00
Kepada: Iranian Economic Review <ier@ut.ac.ir>

Dear Executive Manager

Thank you soo much to inform me of the publication. Yes, I saw it and also have already shared it with my colleagues
and students who have the same concern about the television business, especially in Indonesia. I really appreciate
your kindness relates to the professional work in the international article journal publication. God bless you.

Warm regards
Rendra Widyatama, SIP., M.Si., PhD
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

https://ier.ut.ac.ir/issue_10708_11036.html
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Manuscript ID: IER-202002-1006809 (R2)

Manuscript Title: The Indonesia Policy on Television Broadcasting: A Politics and Economics
Perspective

Authors: Rendra Widyatama,Habil Polereczki Zsolt

Dear Mr. Rendra  Widyatama

I am pleased to inform you that your paper has been accepted to be published in the next volume(s) of the
Iranian Economic Review (IER) journal. The exact date of publishing is not clear yet.  

(It will publish around one year later. If you need an acceptance letter, please inform us.)

* The abstract of the article with the names of authors will be on our website ("Articles in press" link) before
publish and a DOI code is assigned to it.

To do so, please upload the latest version of the full paper with names of authors and their information
at the site of this journal addressed:

https://ier.ut.ac.ir/contacts?_action=login

 

Please follow these instructions carefully:

 

Specify the full name of the author(s), his/their position(s) and email(s) in the paper, and specify the name
of the Corresponding Author. Please mention authorized emails of authors like university emails, etc.
(not Gmail, Hotmail or Yahoo). Please see the attachment (example).
Edit the references of the article, based on APA standard very carefully with details (punctuation is
important); please read the examples of attachment (IER Journal - format). If you need more examples,
use this link: http://www.usq.edu.au/library/referencing/apa-referencing-guide
About the references: do not use numbers next to each reference. (Alphabetic sort of author’s surname
is enough.)
AND if your information about articles, book … is not enough, please write the link of access.

Regards,

Executive Manager

Iranian Economic Review (IER) journal
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Manuscript Title: The Indonesia Policy on Television Broadcasting: A Politics and Economics Perspective

Authors: Rendra Widyatama,Habil Polereczki Zsolt

Dear Mr. Rendra Widyatama

We are pleased to inform you that your published article is on the net. Kindly visit:

https://ier.ut.ac.ir/issue_10708_11036.html

I wish you luck and Thank you for sharing your work with us.

Regards,
Executive Manager
Iranian Economic Review (IER) Journal
Hamideh Mirhosseinzadeh
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